Spanish crosswords

Jobs and professions
Jobs and professions (Easy 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
4. caretaker
5. shop assistant
7. IT specialist
9. actor
10. waitress

Down
1. policewoman
2. translator (female)
3. student
6. doctor (male)
8. musician (female)

Jobs and professions (Easy 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
1. policeman
6. caretaker
7. musician (female)
8. policewoman
9. translator (female)
10. cook

Down
2. farmer (female)
3. chef
4. student
5. IT specialist

Jobs and professions (Easy 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
1. cashier
7. policewoman
8. chef
9. waiter

Down
2. farmer (female)
3. IT specialist
4. economist
5. translator (female)
6. interpreter
Jobs and professions (Easy 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

**Across**
1. policeman
5. caretaker
6. musician (female)
7. policewoman
8. translator (female)
10. waitress

**Down**
2. farmer (female)
3. student
4. IT specialist
9. chef

Jobs and professions (Medium 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
3. waiter
7. barman
8. author
10. businesswoman
12. refuse
13. policewoman

Down
1. translator (female)
2. businessman
4. economist
5. researcher (female)
6. hairdresser (female)
9. IT specialist
11. waiter

Jobs and professions (Medium 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
5. student
6. businessman
8. translator (female)
9. businesswoman
11. policewoman
12. IT specialist

Down
1. actor
2. actress
3. researcher (female)
4. (primary school) teacher (male)
7. waiter
10. physicist (female)

Jobs and professions (Medium 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
2. IT specialist
6. businessman
7. farmer (female)
10. businesswoman
11. student
12. translator (female)

Down
1. actress
3. researcher (female)
4. (primary school) teacher (male)
5. chef
8. author
9. caretaker

Jobs and professions (Medium 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
4. economist
8. nurse (male)
9. businessman
10. policewoman
12. businesswoman
13. IT specialist

Down
1. doctor (female)
2. interpreter
3. waiter
5. researcher (female)
6. waiter
7. (secondary school) teacher
11. author

Jobs and professions (Difficult 1/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
2. student
4. barman
7. waiter
8. cashier
10. (primary school) teacher (female)
13. businesswoman
14. scientist (male)
15. musician (male)

16. caretaker
17. actress
18. artist

Down
1. cleaner
3. translator (male)
5. policewoman
9. IT specialist
11. researcher (female)
12. farmer (male)

Jobs and professions (Difficult 2/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
1. caretaker
3. IT specialist
6. caretaker
8. cashier
9. interpreter
10. translator (male)
13. actor
14. researcher (female)
15. businesswoman
17. businessman
18. scientist (male)
19. farmer (male)

Down
2. cleaner
4. policewoman
5. chef
7. artist
11. economist
12. barman
16. biologist (female)

Jobs and professions (Difficult 3/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
2. (primary school) teacher (female)
9. refuse
10. farmer (male)
12. engineer (female)
13. businessman
17. policeman
18. scientist (male)

Down
1. researcher (female)
3. cleaner
4. artist
5. businesswoman
6. physicist (female)
8. lawyer (female)
11. policewoman
14. biologist (female)
15. interpreter
16. chef

Jobs and professions (Difficult 4/4)

Using the clues, fill in the crossword below, which contains Spanish words on the subject of job titles and terms referring to workers.

Across
2. businesswoman
5. lawyer (female)
6. cleaner
12. businessman
13. interpreter
14. actor
15. economist
16. actress
17. translator (male)

Down
1. student
3. author
4. shop assistant
7. researcher (female)
8. chef
9. IT specialist
10. caretaker